Early Frontier Firearms
and Trade Guns

For Trade and Treaty.....................................................#Book-FTAT
Firearms of the American Indians 1600 - 1920
by Ryan R. Gale
A must have for the trade gun collector and enthusiast. Includes
colored images of dozens of French, English and American trade fusils,
northwest guns and trade rifles. Includes primary documentation from
the Hudson’s Bay Co., North West Co. and American Fur Co. records.
Soft bound with 200 pages.
#Book-FTAT
For Trade and Treaty
only $35.99
Colonial Frontier Guns................................................. #Book-CFG
by T. M. Hamilton
Includes 97 illustrations of early trade fusils, Tulle hunting guns and
plan drawings. Original guns and archeological remains are used to
explain the role these arms played on the early frontier. Soft bound,
with 176 pages.
#Book-CFG
Colonial Frontier Guns
only $17.50
Trade Guns of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1670-1970
by S. James Gooding.............................................. #Book-TGHBC
A story of the design and development through 300 years of history. Based on archaeological evidence and the HBC archives. Hard
cover, 160 pages.
#Book-TGHBC
Trade Guns 1670- 1970
only $35.00
Trade Gun Lock Patterns, 1630 - 1900
by Ryan R. Gale.......................................................... #Book-TGLP
A collection of full-sized illustrations of trade gun locks taken from
original examples. Includes French, Dutch, English,  American and
Spanish muskets, fowlers, NW guns, pistols and shotguns. Includes
detailed engraving and stamp designs. Paper back, 36 pages.
#Book-TGLP
Trade Gun Lock Patterns
only $7.99

An original flint lock by
Parker Field & Co. ~ 1874
from the collection of Larry Ness
found in
“For Trade and Treaty”

The French Trade Gun in North America
by Kevin Gladysz......................................................#Book-FTGNA
This book brings together archeology, shipping manifests, government correspondences, probate records, historical illustrations and
images of original firearms from 1662 to 1759 with an emphasis on
firearms from the Saint-Etienne makers. Includes information on firearms supplied to the Native Americans, militias and Canadian settlers.
Features more than 800 images and illustrations. Softcover, 184 pages.
#Book-FTGNA French Trade Gun in North America only $33.99
The Bayonet in New France..........................................#Book-BNF
by Erik Goldstein
A 36 page manual designed to assist in the identification of many
variations of the French bayonets used in North America. Soft cover
volume, in 7 x 10” format, with black and white illustrations and photos.
#Book-BNF
Bayonet in New France
only $11.99
The Great Northwest Fur Trade..............................#Book-GNWFT
a Material Culture, 1763-1850
by Ryan R Gale
A comprehensive guide to the material culture of the British,
Canadian, and American fur traders and American Indians between
1763 and 1850. Brimming with full colored photographs of original
artifacts, drawings and paintings. This book is a must have for the fur
trade historian, re-enactor, collector, and artist. Soft bound with 169
pages in large 11” x 8-1/2” landscape format, full color photos and
illustrations up to 22” across-the-gutter
#Book-GNWFT
Great Northwest Fur Trade
only $33.95
The Fusil de Tulle in New France................................ #Book-FINF
by Russel Bouchard
This is a small book with great detail on all the variations of Fusil de
Tulle, from the early guns, Hunting, Grenadier, Buccaneer, Fine, Pistol
and Ordinaire, recently translated from the French language.
Details include measurements, photos, differences in hardware, a
wonderful small reference. Soft bound, 47 pages, 6-3/4 x 10” format.
#Book-FINF
Fusil de Tulle in New France
only $11.99
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